To design a building in a efficient way,we need to do proper dimensioning ,placing of
beam straight and column in a required manner .To do this we need to place things
in proper angles.Polygons are evident in all structures. They provide variation and
charm in buildings. When applied to manufactured articles such as printed fabrics,
wallpapers, and tile flooring, polygons enhance the beauty of the structure itself.

Build a locomotive, mobile syringe actuated mechanical bot,capable of lifting
wooden blocks and arranging them like a polygon of different number of sides.The
hydraulic arm has to pick the blocks in ascending order of the block numbers and
place them in the assigned area.
Task.:

1.The bot will start from the starting area.
2.Robot should pick the block from different locations in the arena and make the
polygons as shown in the diagram.
Specifications for the bot :

1. The dimensions of the base of the bot should not exceed 30 cm x 30 cm.
However, there is no restraint on the height and weight of the bot.
2. The bot should function only on hydraulic forces except for the locomotion for
which electronic components may be used (It can be wired or non - wired).
3. The participants will only be provided with 220 volts, 50 Hz standard AC supply,
to be used only for the locomotion of bot. Participants will themselves have to
arrange for any other power supply required for their robot
Scoring:
Points awarded=20*B +30(C1)+40(C2)+50(C3)+60(C4)-R*25-T*50-F*20
B- no of blocks placed by robot in all polygons
C1-complete triangle
C2-complete rectangle
C3-complete pentagon
C4-complete hexagon
R-no of restarts
T - No. of timeouts
F-no of fouls(any violation of the above rules will be considered as foul)
Specific Rules::

1.Each side of the polygon should have only 3 blocks.
2.Dimension of the block is 4cm* 4cm* 4cm

3. Only after building the polygon of less number of sides,participants can move
forward to build the polygon with number of sides higher than the previous one.
4. The blocks can be disturbed without making them cross the boundary line
specified in the arena.There shall be no penalty in no such case.
5. Each team can only have 2 timeouts in the entire session.
6. Each team can have a maximum of 1 restart which will be permitted only if asked
before making rectangle.
7. If the bot topples, the participants can place it back in the correct position and
continue the task. There will not be any penalty for this, although the time will
keep running during this course.
8. In case of a tie, extra time of 5 minutes will be given. The team with maximum
points will be declared winner.
9. Maximum time for the completion of task: 10 minutes. No extra time would be
given.
10.The decision of the Megalith Team shall be final and binding.

1-The number of participants in the team must be 3 to 5
2-Participants can form teams from different branches/college/university/institute.
3-Each team shall have only one robot.
4-In case of any technical problem ,the teams will be allowed to make modifications
to their robot and in such a case ,the teams will be penalized in the second
attempt of 10% of their total score.
5-The teams cannot tinker with their robot in the arena.

Note: Numbering from 1 to 54 in the figure above is block numbering.
Wooden block: 4cm* 4cm* 4cm
Inner boundary of arena :250cm*250cm
Outer boundary of arena:256cm*256cm
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